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IDIScript

Welcome to IDIScript, the scripting language for IDI device customization and input 
macros.

IDIScript is used to write IDI macros. IDI macros let you customize how your IDI device 
sends commands and what it sends. 

The example macro below turns a standard mouse button into a toggle button that 
makes a different kind of click sound(played over the system sound) for even or odd 
presses while sending different commands on each.   

IDI macros are text based files and the editing process is simple.  For a closer look at IDI 
macros, see the color coded "template" macros in the Inde  x.   

IDIScript macros work with any IDI based device, including the Omnimouse, the 
Fragpedal II and the AMP.  Some IDI functions may be usefull with particular IDI devices 
only, and in general these are based on logical parameters such as whether the device 
has tracking input or buttons or keys.

THREAD Profile

VAR Count

Reset:
    Count = 0

Continue:
WaitForButton(Button, ButtonMask)

    IF Count == 0 THEN
    TypeText("odd press",1,10,30)

KeyPressHid(00,40,30)
PlayWav("43649__blubdevis__tik_03.wav", 0, 100)

   ELSEIF Count == 1 THEN
      TypeText("even press",1,10,30)

KeyPressHid(00,40,30)
PlayWav("43682__stijn__Click6a.wav", 0, 100)
GOTO Reset

     FI
    Count = Count + 1

    GOTO Continue

END

The IDI language defines procedures and threads that translate button events, timing and 
other conditions into actions including Mouse Reports and Keyboard Reports.

In form and character IDI has some properties of Basic, some of “C”.

.



Runtime Virtual Engine

Runtime Virtual Machine

IDI software running in an IDI device utilizes a Runtime Virtual Machine architecture that 
initiates and runs a suite of specialized low level functions in a high speed processing 
cycle that synchorizes and executes macro instructions in real time.

The IDI language is compiled on the host into a variable instruction length, 
processor independent byte code format.  This byte code is interpreted by the IDI 
Runtime Virtual Machine (“VM”).  In addition to running the byte code, the VM also 
organizes that execution in to a number of parallel threads.  These threads are scheduled 
via both cooperative multitasking (the preferred model) or by time slicing (not 
recommended for normal cases).  The smallest discrete unit of IDI runtime execution is the 
thread.

The three high level objects defined herein are Threads, Procedures and Functions. 
All threads are started when the “Configuration” is loaded and initialized.  All run until 
either they encounter a RETURN or the end.

Procedures and Functions only execute when ‘called’ from another procedure or 
one of the threads.  The execution model is that procedures can be reentrant and 
executed simultaneously by multiple threads.  If multiple threads are “inside” one 
procedure that is waiting on an external event, then when that event obtains, both 
threads continue executing at the same time.  It a strict real-time sense, only one can 
start first and this isn’t deterministic.

Anything that is intended to run continuously can be enclosed within “DO … WHILE 
(1)”

.



Syntax

Syntax

Dedicated keywords (see  define the language syntax.  Variables are named, but 
must not be one of the keywords.

Statements are generally one to a line.  Multiple statements can be placed on one 
line, separated by semicolon(s).  Comments begin with // and continue to the end of the 
line.  A statement may be continued from one line to the next by placing a “\” at the 
end of the line being continued.

.



Data Types

Data Types

The canonical data type in IDI is a 32 bit signed integer.  By default all variables, 
calculations and intermediate results are of this data type.  Boolean true or false are 
represented by zero for false, non-zero for true.

One other data type is string, a variable length sequence of characters with a 
maximum length.  The overall maximum string length is 255 characters.

.



Constants

Constants

Decimal constants are a string of digits that make up a 32-bit value. (e.g.123)

A character constant is a single ASCII character enclosed in single quotes.  (e.g. ‘x’)

A hex value is a string of digits, the characters A-F preceded by 0x. (e.g. 0x3f60782a)

String constants are any string of characters on one line enclosed by double quotes.

IDIScript follows ANSI C standards for numerical constants.

.



Operators

IDIScript supports

Math operators

* / % + -

Comparison operators

< > == <= >=

Logical operators

AND OR NOT

Operators Examples

A < 10

B + 1

C + D + 27

A < 10 AND A > 2

Xys + 12 * alpha

(B + C) * 13

.

Operator precedence

1. Anything inside ()

2. Unary -, NOT and ~

3. * / % (modulo)

4. + -

5. < > <= >= 

6. == !=

7. & (bitwise AND)

8. | (bitwise OR)

9. AND

.

OR



Expressions

Expression is an end-fix mix of variables, operators and constants.

Assignment statement 

<variable name> = <expression>

<array name> [ <expression> ] = <expression>

.



Control Structures

IDIScript includes a set of commands that provide script execution structure and flow.  

THREAD

PROCEDURE

IF/ELSEIF/THEN

FOR/ENDFOR

DO/WHILE

RETURN

GOTO

WAIT 

.



THREAD

Threads

THREAD [Profile]

… statements …

END

Threads are collections of statements in the IDI language which perform some particular 
purpose.  When the collection/configuration is loaded to the target device, all threads 
are started and run in parallel.  Each is expected to execute not more than 
approximately 100 steps before blocking on one of the “wait…” functions or operations.

Threads may call procedures or functions written in IDI, or one of the  functions described 
in the herein.

.



PROCEDURE

Procedures

PROCEDURE <name> (parm1, … )

… statements …

END

There may optionally be parameters to the procedure.  If no parameters are declared, 
the parentheses are omitted.  These are call by value and replaced in the calling 
statement by particular variables and/or expressions.  Whole Arrays as parameters are not 
supported.

Procedures and Functions must be defined before they are used or called.

.



IF/ELSEIF/THEN    

IF/THEN

IF <condition expression> THEN

… true condition statements …

ELSE

… false condition statements …

FI

The <condition expression> is evaluated, if true (non-zero), the true condition statements 
are executed one after the other.  If false (zero), the false condition statements are 
executed one after the other.

Note: ELSE and following statements are optional.  ENDIF may be used instead of FI.

ELSEIF

Cascading IF, then else, if can be constructed as:

IF … THEN

… 

ELSEIF … THEN

…

ELSEIF … THEN

…

FI

.



FOR/ENDFOR

FOR/ENDFOR

FOR <index name> = <start>, <end> [, <step>]

… statements …

ENDFOR

<index name> must be a declared variable within the appropriate scope.  <start> is any 
expression.  <end> and <step>, if present, must be positive or negative integers.   The loop 
body is executed once for each value of the index, in order, until <end> is reached at the 
end of the final pass.  In other words FOR a = 1, 10 … will execute exactly 10 times with a 
taking on successive values from 1 to 10, inclusive.

.



DO/WHILE

DO/WHILE

DO

… statements

WHLE <expression>

The statements between DO and WHILE are executed, in order, once.  The <expression> is 
then evaluated.  If true (non-zero) the sequence of statements are executed again.  This 
process is repeated indefinitely until <expression> evaluates to zero, if ever.

Invoke named procedure transfer execution control to the sequence. 
Parameters/expressions are passed to the procedure.

<procedure name> (parameter, …)

All expressions in the associated positions of the parameters are evaluated, left to right. 
After this the expression values are stored into the local formal parameters declared at 
the beginning of the called procedure or function.  Then the body of the procedure or 
function is executed.

.



RETURN

RETURN

RETURN [<value>]

Return from called procedure, or, if the top procedure, terminates that parallel thread. 
Should include <value> if returning from Function.

.



GOTO

GOTO

GOTO <label>

<label>:

labels may declared at the beginning of any line and takes the form or a unique name 
followed by a colon.  GOTO <label> causes an unconditional branch to the labeled 
location.  The scope of the branch must be local to a given procedure, function or 
thread.

.



WAIT 

WAIT

WAIT <expression>

This operation evaluates the numeric expression that follows the keyword.  The expression 
may include both IDI and built-in functions.  It should not normally include functions that 
block as a side effect.  If the expression evaluates to True (anything non-zero) execution 
continues at the next statement.  If the expression evaluates to False (zero), the current 
Thread’s execution is blocked for one cycle.  On the next execution cycle (generally one 
ms later) the expression is evaluated again and the same tests applied.

// example of custom Wait()
// when used with WAIT WaitForStrange will wait until sensor is moving unless button 2 is 
//down but nor more than n,000 cycles (about n seconds)

VAR n = 1000
FUNCTION WaitForStrange

IF IsStopped OR ((GetButtonState & 0x02) != 0x02) THEN
n = n - 1
IF n > 0 THEN

RETURN 1
ENDIF
RETURN 0

ENDIF

RETURN 0

END

.



Motion Data Variables

Motion Data Variables

The following variables (exact IDI names in italics) are generated by a Virtual Run Time 
Engine(VM)  Tracking Algorithm and re-initialized every time the sensor is polled.  The 
values are generated to supply accurately scaled tracking data for use with evaluation 
of real time tracking.

These variables are updated by the VM 1000 times a second and can be referenced 
from a macro in expression form to evaluate whether mouse motion meets a specified 
macro condition.

Xmikeys total X distance traveled over polling period

Ymikeys total Y distance traveled over polling period

Xaccel average X distance traveled over polling period

Yaccel average Y distance traveled over polling period

IsStopped 1 if neither X or Y was moving over polling period, otherwise 0

IsXSteady 1 if velocity of X is constant over polling period, 0 otherwise

IsYSteady 1 if velocity of Y is constant over polling period, 0 otherwise

IsXAccel ! IsXSteady

IsYAccel ! IsYSteady

.



FUNCTIONS

Functions are the "backbone" of IDIScript.  They do almost everything in IDIScript. They can 
be created uniquely by any script writer, or as in the case of the following documented 
functions, can be part of the language itself.  IDIScript is growing, and new functions are 
being added to the language as they are developed.

Many functions return values to the script that uses them in a conventional manner, but 
others act as methods, returning no value, but performing some operation like putting up 
or taking down an OSD window.

Function Categories
IDI functions are divided into the following categories

Trigger Functions
Command Functions
Device Control
Sound and Display
Timing

Functions

The IDI Runtime Library provides for support functions, access to hardware, access to the 
runtime scheduler, the HID back-channel, as needed for the efficient performance of IDI 
functions.

FUNCTION <name> (parm1, … )
…
RETURN <value>
…
END

Functions are like procedures except that they may be called from inside an expression. 
They can accept optional parameters.  A Function always returns a value with the 
RETURN statement.

Parameters are passed to functions and procedures by value.  Locally the formal 
arguments that accept the parameters act like local variables (and must have locally 
unique names) that are initialized by the calling parameters.  The formal arguments can 
be changed in the called function or procedure but those changes do not affect the 
values in the calling procedure or thread.

<array name> [ <expression> ] = <expression>

.



Trigger Functions

Trigger functions "detect" various kinds of user input and then "trigger" macro code that 
sends commands to the operating system (and then to the game or application.)

Trigger functions convert a user input action into a "GO!" command for macro code. IDI 
supports trigger functions that detect keyboard and mouse input, including button and 
keypresses and mouse motion.

Keyboard Triggers

GetKeyboardStatesHid()

Button Triggers

WaitForButton()

GetButtonState()

Motion Triggers

WaitForLiftOrSensor()

.

.

.
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GetKeyboardStatesHid()

Function Function Family Revised

PressMouseButton() device control
What it does

presses and releases buttons on the IDI mouse device (including the Omnimouse) executing the macros assigned to those 
buttons
Use to:

Execute a macro or command assigned to any of the mouse buttons with this function, either from the keyboard or foot pedal. 
Literally press mouse buttons (with resulting commands sent) from either the keyboard or foot pedal.
Syntax

PressMouseButton(button, down)
Parameters Type Value

button number 1-8 1-7 specifies the physical mouse button to press. 

8 Omnimouse specifies a lift action

AMP mouse specifies a scroll movement

down number specifies whether the function presses or releases the button

0 releases the button [resets the lift]

1 presses the button 
 

Notes

1. This function provides a method to send macros stored in memory on, and assigned to buttons of, the Omnimouse or AMP mouse, from the 
keyboard or foot pedal. The function can be used to send shifted mouse button commands by programatically pressing both a shift button 
and unshifted button together.  Use this function to execute macros assigned to shifted or unshifted buttons of the Omnimouse or AMP 
mouse from the keyboard or foot pedal.  

2. Use this function in macros stored in the Fragpedal to control mouse buttons with either the Fragpedal or keyboard.
 

Examples:

PressMouseButton(4, 1)
PressMouseButton(4.0)

function used in a macro located in the Fragpedal presses button 4 on the Omni or AMP 
mouse enabling the button 4 macro or commands stored in the Omnimouse or AMP to be 
sent

PressMouseButton(7, 1)
PressMouseButton(4, 1)
PressMouseButton(7, 0)
PressMouseButton(4, 0)

function used in a macro located in the Fragpedal presses Button 7 on the Omni or AMP 
mouse  (which is assigned to a shift function) then presses Button 4, sending its shifted 
macro or commands, then releases both buttons

IF GetKeyboardStatesHid(0, 0x2C, 1) THEN
PressMouseButton(7, 1)
ELSEIF GetKeyboardStatesHid(0, 0x2C, 0) THEN
PressMouseButton(7, 0)

function used in a macro located in the Fragpedal presses Button 7 on the Omni or AMP 
mouse  (which is assigned to a shift button), having the effect of shifting the mouse with the 
space bar.

    

See Also:

PressButtonFrag() PressButtonLocal()

.



WaitForButton()

Function Function Family Revised

WaitForButton() button triggers
What it does

detects user button press for conditional execution of script
Use to:

trigger macro commands from a button press
Syntax

WaitForButton(Button, ButtonMask)

Parameters Type Value

Button number Button returns a value representing the current state (up/down) of the device button specified 
by ButtonMask.  

ButtonMask
  (ID)

Button value
If button is down

Button value if 
button is up

Button (Dec) (Hex) (Dec) (Hex) (Dec) (Hex)

1 1 0x01 1 0x01 0 0x0

2 2 0x02 2 0x02 0 0x0

3 4 0x04 4 0x04 0 0x0

4 8 0x08 8 0x08 0 0x0

5 16 0x10 16 0x10 0 0x0

6 32 0x20 32 0x20 0 0x0

7 64 0x40 64 0x40 0 0x0

Lift/
Scroll

128 0x80 128 0x80 0 0x0

ButtonMask number Uses the numeric constants in the table below for each of the physical device buttons supported for mice and foot 
pedals. ButtonMask() can also be used to specify combinations of buttons where the ButtonMask() value is equal 
to the sum of the individual ButtonMask() IDs of the buttons.

ButtonMask  ID

Button (Dec) (Hex)

1 1 0x01

2 2 0x02

3 4 0x04

4 8 0x08

5 16 0x10

6 32 0x20

7 64 0x40

Lift/
Scroll

128 0x80

 

Notes

1. The WaitForButton function enables macros to be written independently and without specific device button assignments. 
A. The function is written in the macro simply with the named arguments as "WaitForButton(Button, ButtonMask)" 
B. When the macro is selected for assignment to a button by the Configurator software, the script is interpreted and the macro ButtonMask 
value is set equal to the ButtonMask ID value of the physical button being configured with the macro.  
For instance, the interpreted version of the macro in memory assigned to button 4 would have the value
     WaitForButton(Button, 8)
C. Once a configuration becomes active in an IDI device, WaitForButton() functions are tested every 1ms, and the value returned by 
Button is compared with the value stored for ButtonMask.  When the value for Button equals the ButtonMask value,  the WaitForButton 
function returns, and passes execution to the following instructions.

2. The WaitForButton() function is a "button press transition filter" that returns once each button press. Once the button down is detected, the 
function returns (1 ms) and again blocks until another button down is detected. A button release will have to occur first, but code execution 
has moved past the function for this event, and the release will be detected with a GetButtonState() expression in the following code.

3. ButtonMask is used with the WaitForButton() function to ID the (single) button selected with the Configurator for the macro, but it can be 
used with the GetButtonState() function to specify any combination of device button presses that may be used for the WaitForButton()  
trigger condition. In this case, the value for ButtonMask() is specified as the sum of the ButtonMask() ID values of the buttons to be 
pressed.

 

Examples:

WaitForButton(Button, ButtonMask) function as written 

WaitForButton(Button, 8) interpreted version in memory for macro assigned to device button 4

WaitForButton(Button, ButtonMask)
    

See Also:

GetButtonState()

.



GetButtonState()

Function Function Family Works With:

GetButtonState button triggers AMP mouse, FP, Omnimouse
What it does

returns the up/down status of the device buttons
Use to:

trigger macro commands from a (singe) button press or multiple concurrent button presses (button press combo)
Syntax

GetButtonState()

Parameters

GetButtonState() returns a value representing the current state (up/down) of the set (1-8) of the device buttons 
GetButtonState() uses the ButtonMask constants to specify the current state of the device buttons. When multiple 
buttons are down concurrently, GetButtonState() returns a value equals to the sum of the ButtonMask ID values for the 
pressed buttons 

ButtonMask
  (ID)

GetButtonState() 
value by button 
if button is down

GetButtonState()
value by button 
if button is up

Button (Dec) (Hex) (Dec) (Hex) (Dec) (Hex)

1 1 0x01 1 0x01 0 0x0

2 2 0x02 2 0x02 0 0x0

3 4 0x04 4 0x04 0 0x0

4 8 0x08 8 0x08 0 0x0

5 16 0x10 16 0x10 0 0x0

6 32 0x20 32 0x20 0 0x0

7 64 0x40 64 0x40 0 0x0

Lift/
Scroll

128 0x80 128 0x80 0 0x0

 

Notes

1. GetButtonState() is updated by the Runtime Virtual Engine every 1ms, and this value is available whenever the function is 
called within a Thread. This makes GetButtonState() useful for testing updated ButtonMask criteria under a WaitForButton() 
function call. 

2. GetButtonState() expressions can also be "hard coded" for specific button combinations as a way of recognizing "button 
combos" as well as individual button presses.  

 

Examples:

THREAD Profile

Continue:
WaitForButton(Button, ButtonMask)
PlayWav("43682__stijn__Click6a.wav", 0, 100)
DO

DelayForMs(100)
WHILE ((GetButtonState & ButtonMask) == Button)
TypeText("Release Trigger",1,15,30)

expression is TRUE while:
 the button is down AND the button is the same physical 
button specified in the macro

    

See Also:

WaitForButton()

.



WaitForLiftOrSensor()

Function Function Family Use with:

WaitForLiftOrSensor() motion triggers AMP mouse, Omnimouse
What it does

enables macro input from mouse motion
Use to:

enable gesture detection and mouse motion triggers for macro execution 
Syntax

WaitForLiftOrSensor()
Parameters

WaitForLiftOrSensor() takes no arguments. It blocks the execution of macro code until a read from the sensor is available, 
(every 8ms) or a "lift" occurs (the Omnimouse is lifted) The function provides a method to synchronize real time refreshed 
mouse movement data with macro code that tests for motion criteria.

 

Examples:

DO

WaitForLiftOrSensor()
IF (Xaccel > 4 OR Xaccel < -4) AND (CurrentTimeMs > time1 + 200) THEN
PlayWav("43677__stijn__Click11.wav", 0, 100)
StopWav
RETURN

expressions following the 
WaitForLifOrSensor() function
are evaluated each sensor cycle. 
There are no cycles once the 
mouse motion stops or the 
mouse is lifted. The lift event 
also enables the function to 
pass control to the subsequent 
code 

THREAD
Start:

WaitForLiftOrSensor()
IF Xaccel > 7 AND Yaccel > 7 THEN

SendTextNumToHost("Up-Right ", Xaccel)
DelayForMs(100)

FI
IF Xaccel < -7 AND Yaccel > 7 THEN

SendTextNumToHost("Up-Left ", Xaccel)
DelayForMs(100)

FI

function used with gesture 
detection code of the OIP 
(movement direction sensitive)
button macro

    

See Also:

.



Command Functions

Command Functions send commands to the operating system (and the game or 
application.)  They are the functions IDI uses to create input.  Trigger functions "detect" 
trigger situations but send no commands.  Once activated by Trigger functions, 
command functions can "send" mouse or keyboard input as if input by a human, and 
they can send input while you are also inputting with the devices. 

Keyboard Command Functions

KeyAction()

KeyActionHid()

KeyPress()

KeyPressHid()

TypeText()

Mouse Command Functions

MButton()

MouseHidReport()

Scroll()

.



KeyAction()

Function Function Family Revised

KeyAction() keyboard commands
What it does

sends the "press" or "release" part of a "typeable" key press including up to 4 modifier keys
Use to:

Send the game or application the press or release of a  key or key combo containing a "typeable" character. 
Syntax

KeyPress(Modifiers, char, down)

Parameters Type Value

Modifiers number, 
hexadecimal

Specifies the modifier key(s) to be pressed (if any)
To specify multiple modifier keys, add their codes and use the resulting sum.
(Following ANSI C standards for hexadecimal numbers be sure to precede with "0x")
If no modifiers are needed, enter a "Ox0" (zero)

0x01 Left Ctr

0x02 Left Shift

0x04 Left Alt

0x08 Left Window(GUI) Key

0x10 Right Ctr

0x20 Right Shift

0x40 Right Alt

0x80 Right Window(GUI) Key

char character Specifies the key to press.  This should be the character in single quotes   Ex. 'a'   '%'      '@'    'f'
(Normal quotes will cause an error)

down number, decimal specifies whether the function sends a down or up of the keys

0 sends a key up or release

1 sends a key down or press

Notes

1. This function is useful for specifying the press or release of a key or key combo press as separate events  This could allow a macro greater 
control of the key press  Use KeyActionHid for specifying press or release actions of keys that do not have a single character name.

2. This function produces the separate parts ( press and release) of a key press or key combo.  You can use pairs of this function to produce a 
complete key press, or use the KeyPress() function which also produces a complete key press.

Examples:

KeyAction(0x01, 'c' , 1) sends the press of a CTRL C (copy) key combo

KeyAction (0x08, 'd' ,0) sends the release of a "Windows Key + d" key combo (This closes all windows)

KeyAction (0x05, 't' ,1) sends the press of a "CTR ALT t" key combo

See Also:

KeyPressHid() KeyPress()

.



KeyActionHid()

Function Function Family Revised

KeyActionHid() keyboard commands
What it does

sends the "press" or "release" part of a "non typeable" key press including up to 4 modifier keys
Use to:

Send the game or application the press or release of a  key or key combo containing a "typeable" character. 
Syntax

KeyActionHid(Modifiers, char, down)

Parameters Type Value

Modifiers number, 
hexadecimal

Specifies the modifier key(s) to be pressed (if any)
To specify multiple modifier keys, add their codes and use the resulting sum.
(Following ANSI C standards for hexadecimal numbers be sure to precede with "0x")
If no modifiers are needed, enter a "Ox0" (zero)

0x01 Left Ctr

0x02 Left Shift

0x04 Left Alt

0x08 Left Window(GUI) Key

0x10 Right Ctr

0x20 Right Shift

0x40 Right Alt

0x80 Right Window(GUI) Key

char number Uses the HID keyboard codes, hex or decimal IDs for the key to be pressed.  See  HID Keyboard Codes 
Table in Help.

down number, decimal specifies whether the function sends a down or up of the keys

0 sends a key up or release

1 sends a key down or press
 

Notes

1. This function is useful for specifying the press or release of a key or key combo press as separate events  This could allow a macro greater 
control of the key press  Use KeyAction for specifying press or release actions of the single character "typeable" keys.

2. This function produces the separate parts ( press and release) of a key press or key combo.  You can use pairs of this function to produce a 
complete key press, or use the KeyPressHid() function which also produces a complete key press.

 

Examples:

KeyActionHid(0x01, 0x43 , 1) sends the press of a CTRL F10 key combo

KeyActionHid (0x08, 0x07 , 0) sends the release of a " Windows Key +  'd' " key combo (This closes all windows)

KeyActionHid (0x0, 0x7C ,1) sends the press of the keyboard "mute" command
    

See Also:

KeyAction() KeyPressHid()

.



KeyPress()

Function Function Family Revised

KeyPress() keyboard commands
What it does

sends a "typeable" key press with optional  modifier keys
Use to:

Send the game or application a complete key press or key combo containing a "typeable" character. 
Syntax

KeyPress(Modifiers, char, duration)

Parameters Type Value

Modifiers number, 
hexadecimal

Specifies the modifier key(s) to be pressed (if any)
To specify multiple modifier keys, add their codes and use the resulting sum.
(Following ANSI C standards for hexadecimal numbers be sure to precede with "0x")
If no modifiers are needed, enter a "Ox0" (zero)

0x01 Left Ctr

0x02 Left Shift

0x04 Left Alt

0x08 Left Window(GUI) Key

0x10 Right Ctr

0x20 Right Shift

0x40 Right Alt

0x80 Right Window(GUI) Key

char character Specifies the key to press.  This should be the character in single quotes   Ex. 'a'   '%'      '@'    'f'
(Normal quotes will cause an error)

duration number, decimal specifies the duration in milliseconds that the key will be held down
If o (zero), the key will "follow the button" and the key press will last the same duration as the button press

Notes

1. This function is useful for specifying keys that produce a single "typeable" character.  Use KeyPressHid for specifying keys that do not have 
a single character name.

2. This function produces a complete (both press and release) key press or key combo.  If you need to send the press and release in separate 
commands, use the KeyAction function

Examples:

KeyPress(0x01, 'c' , 50) sends a CTRL C (copy) press lasting 50ms (usually 30 ms is ample time for a single press)

KeyPress (0x08, 'd' ,0) sends "Windows Key + d" key combo while button is pressed (This closes all windows)

KeyPress (0x05, 't' ,100) sends a "CTR ALT t" key combo for 100 ms.
See Also:

KeyPressHid() KeyAction()

.



KeyPressHid()

Function Function Family Revised

KeyPressHid() keyboard commands
What it does

sends a "non typeable" key press with optional  modifier keys
Use to:

Send the game or application a complete key press or key combo including a "non typing" key.
Syntax

KeyPressHid(Modifiers, char, duration)

Parameters Type Value

Modifiers number, 
hexadecimal

Specifies the modifier key(s) to be pressed (if any)
To specify multiple modifier keys, add their codes and use the resulting sum.
(Following ANSI C standards for hexadecimal numbers be sure to precede with "0x")
If no modifiers are needed, enter a "Ox0" (zero)

0x01 Left Ctr

0x02 Left Shift

0x04 Left Alt

0x08 Left Window(GUI) Key

0x10 Right Ctr

0x20 Right Shift

0x40 Right Alt

0x80 Right Window(GUI) Key

char number Uses the HID keyboard codes, hex or decimal IDs for the key to be pressed.  See  HID Keyboard Codes 
Table in Help.

duration number, decimal Specifies the duration in milliseconds that the key will be held down

nn number in milliseconds for the button to be pressed and released

Notes

1. This function is useful for specifying keys that produce a complete "non-typing" key press either as a single key press or a key combo with 
up to 4 modifier keys.  Use KeyActionHid for specifying the press and release parts of the command separately.

2. Resource intensive games or applications may exhibit "buffer delay" of 30ms or greater, where the key ups may not be properly 
acknowledged by the program.  When using the KeyPressHid function with such apps, it's recommended to use a duration value of at least 
30

Examples:

KeyPressHid(0x01, 0x43 , 50) sends a CTRL F10 key combo press lasting 50ms (usually 30 ms is ample time for a single press)

KeyPressHid (0x08, 0x07 , 30) sends a Windows Key + the 'd' key  for 30ms (This closes all windows)

KeyPressHid (0x0, 0x7C ,30) sends the keyboard "mute" command  for 30 ms.
See Also:

KeyPress() KeyActionHid()

.



TypeText()

Function Function Family Revised

TypeText() keyboard commands
What it does

sends a string of characters at an adjustable speed
Use to:

Send a game or application text input as if typed at a speed from 1 to 700 WPM.  Typed output includes Tabs and Enter 
commands (new lines)
Syntax

TypeText(text, delay)

Parameters Type Value

text characters Text is a text string enclosed in quotes ("text") Text may also include 2 special values or constants. These 
can be embedded in the character string to provide formatting.

\r inserts a line feed (creates new line)

\t inserts a tab (creates a space)

delay Number, decimal Delay is time in milliseconds between characters.  Minimum value is 8.  Recommended value is 32. 
Higher values "slow down" typing. At 8ms between characters, typing speed is approx 700 WPM

Notes

1. For reliable TypeText output, use 32 or larger for a delay value as some applications do not respond to faster character input.
Examples:

TypeText("ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ\r",8) types the alphabet and enter a new line @ 700 WPM

TypeText("Line1\rLine2\ta tab\rLine3\rLine4\t\t\tx\r\t\t\t\ty\r", 16) Produces:
Line1
Line2 a tab
Line3
Line4 x

y

TypeText("This is very slow...\r," 100) types "This is very slow..." very slowly
See Also:

SendTextToHost()

.



MButton()

Function Function Family Revised

MButton() M button commands
What it does

Generates HID reports that report mouse button actions.
Use To:

Send a system mouse button click (or double click).Use in macros to press buttons after landing on them with MouseHidReport() 
calls.
Syntax

MButton(Num, U, singleClick, doubleClick)

Parameters Type Value

Num number, decimal Num is the system button number (1-8)

1 left click - select

2 right click - alternate menu

3 Mouse 3 - universal scroll

4 Mouse 4 - back browser

5 Mouse 5 - forward browser 

6-8 Mouse 6-8 - functions unassigned

U number, decimal U is used for sending a button press in 2 parts, the press and the release. When the function is used to 
send a complete button press, U may be left empty as the value is ignored in these cases.   If a 1 or 2 is 
entered , the function can be used to hold down or release a button. 

with single action for button press 1

for button release 2

with single click value ignored

with double click value ignored

singleClick number, decimal with single action 0

with single click  time in milliseconds to complete a single “click” (button press) with 
both the press and release

with double click time in milliseconds for the duration of each single click

doubleClick number, decimal 0 for none or time in milliseconds between two single clicks. 

When doubleClick is > 0, singleClick must also be > 0 as it is used with doubleCick to specify the 
duration of the 2 clicks (making up the double click).  The double click value sets the delay between the 
clicks, the singleClick value sets the ldurations of the 2 clicks. 

A click = a press and a release, so the singleClick value is the timing for both together.  When 
doubleClick is > 0, U is ignored.

with single action 0

with single click 0

with double click time in milliseconds between the two single clicks  (of the double 
click.)

Notes

1. MButton is the single function you need to send any kind of system mouse button command. 

Examples:

MButton(1, 1, 0, 0) sends a mouse 1 button press (a left click, but the press part only)

MButton(1,2,0,0) sends a mouse 1 button release (the release of a left click)

MButton(1,0,0,0) left click follows the button, releases when the button is released 

Note: this is a special instance of the function for use in an alias file

MButton(1,,100,90) sends a complete double click of mouse 1, a double left click.  The clicks are 100ms long, and the pause between the 
clicks is 90 milliseconds.  Sends a "typical" double click

MButton(2,,100,0) sends a right click, held down for 100ms, (1/10th of a second)

MButton(4,,250,0) presses the browser back button for ¼ of a second

See Also:

MouseHidReport()

.



MouseHidReport()

Function Function Family Revised

MouseHidReport() cursor movement commands
What it does

Sends cursor location reports
Use to:

Move the cursor to any location on the display
Syntax

MouseHidReport(Xvalue,Yvalue,ButtonMask,Delay)

Parameters Type Value

Xvalue Number >0  (positive) moves cursor to the right

<0  (negative) moves cursor to the left

0 no horizontal or “side to side” cursor movement 

Yvalue Number >0  (positive) moves cursor down (relative to display)

<0  (negative) moves cursor up

0 no vertical or “up and down” cursor movement

ButtonMask Number  value should be 0 if function is called under a WaitForButton()

Delay Number (Time in milliseconds); this should not be less than 8 for instant cursor positioning. Generally a default value is 
16. This is mainly useful when the function is used in a loop. In this case, longer delays result in “visibly” slower 
motion. This allows tuning for slower apps like browsers.

Notes

1. USB permits multiple plugged mice or tracking devices to control the movement of the cursor at the same time. In the case of multiple 
tracking input, the movement data is combined to create a single cursor movement report. MouseHidReports sent by macro will also be 
summed with other concurrent tracking input, if any, causing unexpected results. So, proper macro operation may depend on the presence 
or absence of other concurrent tracking input.

2. If you are using the MouseHidReport function with the Omnimouse, you can use the StopMotionReport() and RestartMotionReport()
functions to stop sending Omnimouse tracking data while the function is active. This will ensure that movement of the Omnimouse will not 
affect the result of the function.

3. If you are using the MouseHidReport function  from the Fragpedal or AMP while using another  USB mouse, you can use manual control to 
hold the mouse still while the macro executes. Lifting the mouse will also stop tracking reports.

4. Xvalue and Yvalue relate directly to mouse movement, but be aware this is scaled by your display. (An inch of mouse movement does not 
usually equal an inch of display distance.)

5. You can send a MouseHidReport function with both X and Y movement instructions to move the cursor to any pixel on your display over 
and over again precisely.  
This requires only that before the first time you move the cursor you “bury” it in at a known spot at the edge of the display (normally a 
corner, bottom left by convention) “Burying” means sending a MouseHidReport movement command that is bigger than the distance it can 
move, relative to any possible position it might currently occupy on the display. 
MouseHidReport(-800,800,0,16) //Bury in lower left corner
This places the cursor precisely at pixel 0,0 in the display lower left corner.
The following MouseHidReport commands will now be referenced to this location and will move the cursor anywhere on the display 
precisely and accurately. Subsequent movement commands that continue to move the cursor elsewhere will also be exact.

Examples:

MouseHidReport(100,0,0,16) moves the cursor 100 pixels to the right from its current location 

MouseHidReport(-800,800,0,16) "buries" the cursor  in lower left corner of display

MouseHidReport(43,-168,0,16) following the above move, moves the cursor to the Tools Menu selection in Thunderbird

StopMotionReport()
MouseHidReport(0,-200,0,16)
RestartMotionReport()

if sent by Omnimouse, turns off the Omnimouse sensor reporting while the function moves the cursor 
200 pixels to the left

See Also:

MButton()

.



Scroll()

Function Function Family Revised

Scroll() Scroll commands
What it does

sends scroll up and scroll down commands
Use to:

Generate scrolling in a game or application
Syntax

Scroll(UandD, RandL, delay)

Parameters Type Value

UandD number number of scroll commands to send. Higher values scroll faster, 1 is the default

>0 (positive) scroll up

<0 (negative) scroll down

RandL number number of  sideways scroll commands to send. Default is 0 unless sideways scrolling is supported 
if supported, negative (-1) RandL values will scroll left, positive values scroll right

>0 (positive) scroll right

<0 (negative) scroll left

0 unless sideways scrolling is enabled

delay number time in milliseconds between scroll commands.  Larger values result in slower scrolling

Notes

Examples:

Scroll(1,0,2500) scroll up slowly

DO
        Scroll(-3,0,50)
WHILE ((GetButtonState & ButtonMask) == Button)

Scrolls down quickly while button is pressed

Scroll((Yaccel*(-3)),0,8) scroll speed and direction based on mouse movement acceleration
See Also:

.



Device Control Functions

Device Control functions provide specific kinds of operational functionality to an IDI 
device. Called in macro code, they can change the operation of their host IDI device in 
any manner helpful for input with the particular game or application of the configuration.

Device control functions are designed for use with specific IDI devices, either to allow 
inter-operation of the device with other IDI devices, or to customize its own "onboard" 
hardware based capabilities.

PressButtonLocal()

PressButtonMouse()

PressButtonFrag()

SetLeds()

SetLedBrightness()

SetConfiguration()

GetConfiguration()

StopMotionReport()

StopAxisMotion()

RestartMotionReport()

.



PressButtonLocal()

Function Function Family Revised

PressButtonLocal() device control
What it does

presses and releases buttons on the "local" device where macro is executed
Use to:

Execute a macro or command assigned to any of the other buttons on the local device with this macro, from a button macro 
using this function.  Literally press other buttons on the device and send their macros and commands.
Syntax

PressButtonLocal(button, down)
Parameters Type Value

button number specifies the physical button of the device to press as ordered by the device.

down number specifies whether the function presses or releases the button

0 releases the button 

1 presses the button 
 

Notes

1. This function provides a second method to send "shifted" commands on IDI devices, by programatically pressing a shift button and 
unshifted button together from inside a macro.  Use this function to execute macros assigned to shifted states of other buttons  from any 
button in any shift state.  This allows special purpose macros that can "complete" by calling other macros.

2. Use this function in pairs to press and release a device button.
 

Examples:

PressButtonLocal(4, 1)
PressButtonLocal(4.0)

presses button 4 on the device enabling the button 4  macro or commands to be sent

PressButtonLocal(7, 1)
PressButtonLocal(4, 1)
PressButtonLocal(7, 0)
PressButtonLocal(4, 0)

presses Button 7 (on Omnimouse or Fragpedal) which is assigned to a shift button
then pressed button 4, sending its shifted macro or commands
then releases both buttons

WaitForButton(Button, ButtonMask)
PressButtonLocal(7, 1)
PressButtonLocal(4, 1)
DO

DelayForMs(32)
WHILE ((GetButtonState & ButtonMask) == Button)
PressButtonLocal(7, 0)
PressButtonLocal(4, 0)
GOTO Continue

presses and releases the shift button 7 and button 4 with this button 

    

See Also:

PressButtonFrag() PressButtonMouse()

.



PressButtonMouse()

Function Function Family Revised

PressButtonMouse() device control
What it does

presses and releases buttons on the IDI mouse device (including the Omnimouse) executing the macros assigned to those 
buttons
Use to:

Execute a macro or command assigned to any of the mouse buttons with this function, either from the keyboard or foot pedal. 
Literally press mouse buttons (with resulting commands sent) from either the keyboard or foot pedal.
Syntax

PressButtonMouse(button, down)
Parameters Type Value

button number 1-8 1-7 specifies the physical mouse button to press. 

8 Omnimouse specifies a lift action

AMP mouse specifies a scroll movement

down number specifies whether the function presses or releases the button

0 releases the button [resets the lift]

1 presses the button 
 

Notes

1. This function provides a method to send macros stored in memory on, and assigned to buttons of, the Omnimouse or AMP mouse, from the 
keyboard or foot pedal. The function can be used to send shifted mouse button commands by programatically pressing both a shift button 
and unshifted button together.  Use this function to execute macros assigned to shifted or unshifted buttons of the Omnimouse or AMP 
mouse from the keyboard or foot pedal.  

2. Use this function in macros stored in the Fragpedal to control mouse buttons with either the Fragpedal or keyboard.
 

Examples:

PressButtonMouse(4, 1)
PressButtonMouse(4.0)

function used in a macro located in the Fragpedal presses button 4 on the Omni or AMP 
mouse enabling the button 4 macro or commands stored in the Omnimouse or AMP to be 
sent

PressButtonMouse(7, 1)
PressButtonMouse(4, 1)
PressButtonMouse(7, 0)
PressButtonMouse(4, 0)

function used in a macro located in the Fragpedal presses Button 7 on the Omni or AMP 
mouse  (which is assigned to a shift function) then presses Button 4, sending its shifted 
macro or commands, then releases both buttons

IF GetKeyboardStatesHid(0, 0x2C, 1) THEN
     PressButtonMouse(7, 1)
ELSEIF GetKeyboardStatesHid(0, 0x2C, 0) THEN
     PressButtonMouse(7, 0)

function used in a macro located in the Fragpedal presses Button 7 on the Omni or AMP 
mouse  (which is assigned to a shift button), having the effect of shifting the mouse with the 
space bar.

    

See Also:

PressButtonFrag() PressButtonLocal()

.



PressButtonFrag()

Function Function Family Revised

PressButtonFrag() device control
What it does

presses and releases buttons on the IDI foot pedal device executing the foot pedal macros assigned to those buttons
Use to:

Execute a macro or command assigned to any of the Fragpedal buttons with this function, usually from the keyboard or mouse. 
Literally press foot pedal buttons (with resulting commands sent) from another device.
Syntax

PressButtonFrag(button, down)
Parameters Type Value

button number 1-7 specifies the physical or virtual fragpedal button to press 

down number specifies whether the function presses or releases the button

0 releases the button 

1 presses the button 
 

Notes

1. This function provides a method to send macros stored in memory on, and assigned to buttons of, the IDI foot pedal device, from another 
device  by programatically pressing a shift button and unshifted button together from inside a macro.  Use this function to execute macros 
assigned to shifted states of other buttons  from any button in any shift state.  This allows special purpose macros that can "complete" by 
calling other macros.

2. Use this function in pairs to press and release a foot pedal button.
 

Examples:

PressButtonFrag(4, 1)
PressButtonFrag(4.0)

function used in a macro located in the AMP or Omnimouse presses button 4 on the 
Fragpedal enabling the button 4 macro or commands to be sent

PressButtonFrag(7, 1)
PressButtonFrag(4, 1)
PressButtonFrag(7, 0)
PressButtonFrag(4, 0)

function used in a macro located in the AMP or Omnimouse presses Button 7 (virtual button 
on the Fragpedal) (which is assigned to a shift function) then presses Button 4, sending its 
shifted macro or commands, then releases both buttons

IF GetKeyboardStatesHid(0, 0x2C, 1) THEN
PressButtonFrag(7, 1)
PressButtonFrag(4, 1)
PressButtonFrag(7, 0)
PressButtonFrag(4, 0)

function used in a macro located in the AMP or Omnimouse enables the keyboard space bar 
to press and release the Fragpedal shift button 7 and button 4. 

    

See Also:

PressButtonLocal() PressButtonMouse()

.



SetLeds()

Function Function Family Revised

SetLeds() device control commands
What it does

turns the back lighting LEDs on or off in the Omnimouse or other IDI device
Use to:

turn device back lighting on and off and create back lighting patterns 
Syntax

SetLeds(LED, on)

Parameters Type Value

LED number specifies the LED to turn on or off.  Number of LEDs depends on the device. The Omnimouse 
has 3 LEDs

1 left LED

2 middle LED

3 right LED

on number, 1 or 0 specifies on or off status of LED

0 turns LED off

1 turns LED on
 

Notes

1. This function is used in macros to turn the back lighting LEDs on and off to create a flashing pattern.  It can also set the LEDs on or off as 
feedback for other function.  There are also means to set the LEDs brightness for each configuration from controls on the 
Configuration/Properties/Settings/ form. There, each of the 3 LEDs has a brightness control that can set the brightness from 0 (fully off) to 
15 (full brightness) The brightness settings affect  the appearance of SetLed functions, in that if the brightness is low or off, the LED on/off 
transitions may not be visible

 

Example:

DO
SetLeds(1, 1)
DelayForMs(150)
SetLeds(1, 0)
DelayForMs(30)
SetLeds(2, 1)
DelayForMs(150)
SetLeds(2, 0)
DelayForMs(30)
SetLeds(3, 1)
DelayForMs(150)
SetLeds(3, 0)
DelayForMs(500)

WHILE On

creates a "scan right" back lighting pattern for the Omnimouse

    

See Also:

SetLedBrightness()

.



SetLedBrightness()

Function Function Family Revised

SetLedBrightness() device control commands
What it does

sets the brightness of the back lighting LEDs of  the Omnimouse or other IDI device
Use to:

vary device back lighting LED brightness for visual effects with back lighting patterns 
Syntax

SetLedBrightness(LED, brightness)

Parameters Type Value

LED number specifies the LED to turn on or off.  Number of LEDs depends on the device. The Omnimouse 
has 3 LEDs

1 left LED

2 middle LED

3 right LED

brightness number, 0 to 15 specifies the brightness to set the LED. A value of 0 turns the LED fully off, a value of 15 sets the 
maximum brightness

0 turns LED off

1 turns LED on
 

Notes

1. This function is used in macros to vary the brightness  of the  the back lighting LEDs for  creating visual effects and patterns.   There are 
also means to set the LEDs brightness for each configuration from controls on the Configuration/Properties/Settings/ form. There, each of 
the 3 LEDs has a brightness control that can set the brightness from 0 (fully off) to 15 (full brightness) 
The SetLedBrightness() function overrides these settings.

 

Example:

DO

SetLedBrightness(1,2)
DelayForMs(150)

SetLedBrightness(1,4)
DelayForMs(150)

SetLedBrightness(1,6)
DelayForMs(150)

SetLedBrightness(1,8)
DelayForMs(150)

SetLedBrightness(1,10)
DelayForMs(150)

SetLedBrightness(1,12)
DelayForMs(150)

SetLedBrightness(1,15)
DelayForMs(500)

SetLedBrightness(1,0)
DelayForMs(500)

WHILE On

LED 1 glows soft and grows brighter, then turns off and repeats

    

See Also:

SetLeds()

.



SetConfiguration()

Function Function Family Revised

SetConfiguration() device control
What it does

sets or changes the active Configuration for the IDI device
Use to:

change device settings and commands by switching the active configuration
Syntax

SetConfiguration(Index)

Parameters Type Value

Index number, 1-30 index of Configuration to set

 

Notes

1. A call to this function acts as a method, rather than returning a value, the function causes the Virtual Runtime Engine to switch 
Configuration settings to those of the Configuration numbered by Index  Changing Configurations can be an effective way to change 
commands when using complex programs.

 

Examples:

IF GetConfiguration() <> 1 THEN
SetConfiguration(1)
FI

if the current Configuration is not Configuration 1, then set it to 1

    

See Also:

GetConfiguration()

.



GetConfiguration()

Function Function Family Revised

GetConfiguration() device control
What it does

gets the Index of the current Configuration
Use to:

verify the current Configuration for use with macros that change the Configuration
Syntax

GetConfiguration()

GetConfiguration() takes no arguments.  It returns the index of the current Configuration.

 

Example:

IF GetConfiguration() <> 1 THEN
SetConfiguration(1)
FI

function is used to verify the current Configuration. In this case, if the current Configuration 
is not Configuration 1, it is set to 1.

    

See Also:

SetConfiguration()

.



StopMotionReport()

Function Function Family Revised

StopMotionReport() motion control 
What it does

stops sending tracking data (X and Y axis) from the Omnimouse
Use to:

use with macros to temporarily prevent moving the cursor
Syntax

StopMotionReport()

 

Notes

1. StopMotionReport() takes no arguments  A call to the function stops the automatic generation of mouse cursor movement 
HID reports for the Omnimouse.  You must call RestartMotionReport() to enable cursor movement. 

 

Example:

WaitForButton(Button, ButtonMask)
StopMotionReport()
DO

DelayForMs(100)
WHILE ((GetButtonState & ButtonMask) == Button)
RestartMotionReport()
GOTO Continue

"clutch" button use:
a button press "stops" cursor movement while pressed. 
When released, motion is restored

    

See Also:

RestartMotionReport() StopAxisMotion()

.

.



StopAxisMotion()

Function Function Family Revised

StopAxisMotion() motion control 
What it does

stops sending X or Y axis data from Omnimouse
Use to:

use with macros to temporarily prevent "up and down" or "side to side" cursor movement for drawing and other purposes
Syntax

StopAxisMotion(xy)

Parameters Type Value

xy number specifies the tracking axis for which motion is stopped (not sent to OS)

0 stops Y motion (up and down)

1 stops X motion (side to side)
 

Notes

1. StopAxisMotion() stops the automatic generation of mouse cursor movement HID reports based on sensor movement for 
the specified axis.You must call RestartMotionReport() to enable cursor movement on the "stopped" axis. 

 

Example:

WaitForButton(Button, ButtonMask)
StopAxisMotion(0)
DO

DelayForMs(100)
WHILE ((GetButtonState & ButtonMask) == Button)
RestartMotionReport()
GOTO Continue

a button press "stops" Y motion (up and down) as long as its 
pressed. When released, Y motion is restored

    

See Also:

RestartMotionReport() StopMotionReport()

.

.



RestartMotionReport()

Function Function Family Revised

RestartMotionReport() motion control 
What it does

restarts sending tracking data (X and Y axis) from the Omnimouse
Use to:

use to restore cursor movement
Syntax

RestartMotionReport()

 

Notes

1. RestartMotionReport() takes no arguments  A call to the function restarts the automatic generation of mouse cursor 
movement HID reports for the Omnimouse, stopped by a StopAxisMotion() or StopMotionReport() function.  

 

Example:

WaitForButton(Button, ButtonMask)
StopMotionReport()
DO

DelayForMs(100)
WHILE ((GetButtonState & ButtonMask) == Button)
RestartMotionReport()
GOTO Continue

"clutch" button use:
a button press "stops" cursor movement as long as its 
pressed. When released, motion is restored

    

See Also:

StopMotionReport() StopAxisMotion()

.

.



Sound and Display

IDI technology integrates the PCs resources for use with the user's custom input macros. 
Sound and Display functions provide methods to use auditory and visual feedback with 
macros. 

Sound

PlayWav()

StopWav()

Display

ShowOSD()

HideOSD()

SendTextToHost()

.



PlayWav()

Function Function Family Revised

PlayWav() sound and video
What it does

plays a .wav file
Use to:

play sound and voice files specified in macros
Syntax

PlayWav(filename, loop, volume)
Parameters Type Value

filename text, "filename" specifies the .wav file to be played. File name is enclosed in quotation marks as "click6a.wav" 
File must be in the /sounds subdirectory

loop number specifies whether the file is played once or repeated until stopped

0 no loop, play once

1 loop, play until a StopWav()

volume number 0-100 volume level, value is a percentage of full volume at current volume setting
 

Notes

1. Calling the PlayWav() function  does not play the .wav file but "cues" the .wav file in the event another IDI controlled .wav file 
is playing.  This prevents .wav files from being "cut off". A PlayWav() function will always follow a currently playing wav 
without cutting it off.  If another .wav file is not playing, a PlayWav() function will play immediately. In cases where it is needed 
to play a ,wav file immediately regardless of whether another .wav file is playing, use StopWav() to stop the other .wav file.

2. The Configurator must be active for sounds to be played.

3. You can create "voice" feedback by using the files in the /sound directory.  They are each a single spoken word, (female 
Australian speaker) as indicated by their filenames. Calling these "word" files sequentially produces phrases that can be used 
to communicate information to you by "voice' allowing command confirmation and options to be instantly understood.

 

Examples:

PlayWav("left.wav", 0, 5)
PlayWav("right.wav", 0, 20)
PlayWav("up.wav", 0, 100)

produces voice saying "left, right, up" beginning softly and ending at normal volume

ChangeMouseSensitivity(900,900)
PlayWav("X_Sensitivity.wav", 0, 100)
PlayWav("900.wav", 0, 100)
PlayWav("Y_Sensitivity.wav", 0, 100)
PlayWav("900.wav", 0, 100)

macro sets the mouse sensitivity to 900 dpi for X and Y 
a voice confirms saying
"X sensitivity 900, Y sensitivity 900"

    

See Also:

StopWav()

.



StopWav()

Function Function Family Revised

StopWav() sound and video
What it does

stops a playing .wav file
Use to:

stop a macro generated sound so that another sound can begin immediately
ntax

StopWav()

StopWav() takes no arguments. A call to the function stops any (IDI controlled) .wav file playing so that another file can begin 
immediately
 

Notes

1. The Configurator must be active for sounds to be played.
 

Example:

ELSEIF  ((GetButtonState & 0x80) == 0x80)  THEN
StopWav()
GOTO Start

FI

// stops any .wav files that may be playing when the mouse is lifted

    

See Also:

PlayWav()

.



ShowOSD()

Function Function Family Works With:

ShowOSD sound and video AMP, FP, Omni
What it does

displays the IDI on screen display, a semi-transparent window overlaying the display upper right corner
Use to:

display macro, application or configuration context sensitive information on screen over application
Syntax

ShowOSD()

 

Notes

1. The ShowOSD() function has no arguments.  It is used with the SendTextToHost() function which sends text to the window it creates.

2. Use the HideOSD() function to hide the On screen Display window.
 

Example:

WaitForButton(Button, ButtonMask)
ShowOSD()

SendTextToHost("Showing Values for Open Office Writer Configuration 
3")

SendTextToHost("Button 1: Copy")
SendTextToHost("Button 2: Alternate Menu")
SendTextToHost("Button 3: Select")
SendTextToHost("Button 4: Paste")
SendTextToHost("Button 5: SHIFT 1")
SendTextToHost("Button 6: Cut")
SendTextToHost("Button 7: Wiggle Scroll")
SendTextToHost("Button Display Complete")

DO
DelayForMs(100)

WHILE ((GetButtonState & ButtonMask) == Button)
HideOSD()

    GOTO Continue

Shows the OSD and text showing the 
active mouse button commands.
OSD disappears when button is released.

    

See Also:

HideOSD() SendTextToHost()

.



HideOSD()

Function Function Family Works With:

HideOSD sound and video AMP, FP, Omni
What it does

hides the IDI on screen display, a semi-transparent window overlaying the display upper right corner
Use to:

hides on screen display used to display  macro, application or configuration context sensitive information
Syntax

HideOSD()

Parameters Type Value

1. The HideOSD() function has no arguments.  It is used to hide the On screen Display opened by the ShowOSD() function
 

Example:

WaitForButton(Button, ButtonMask)
ShowOSD()

SendTextToHost("Showing Values for Open Office Writer Configuration 3")
SendTextToHost("Button 1: Copy")
SendTextToHost("Button 2: Alternate Menu")
SendTextToHost("Button 3: Select")
SendTextToHost("Button 4: Paste")
SendTextToHost("Button 5: SHIFT 1")
SendTextToHost("Button 6: Cut")
SendTextToHost("Button 7: Wiggle Scroll")
SendTextToHost("Button Display Complete")

DO
DelayForMs(100)

WHILE ((GetButtonState & ButtonMask) == Button)
HideOSD()

    GOTO Continue

Shows the OSD and text showing the 
active mouse button commands.
OSD disappears when button is 
released.

    

See Also:

ShowOSD() SendTextToHost()

.



SendTextToHost()

Function Function Family Works With:

SendTextToHost sound and video AMP, FP, Omni
What it does

prints text to the  IDI on screen display, a semi-transparent window overlaying the display upper right corner
Use to:

display macro, application or configuration context sensitive text information on the on screen display window
Syntax

SendTextToHost(text)

Parameters Type Value

1. The SendTextToHost() function is used to print text to the on screen display window displayed with the ShowOSD() function. Use a 
function call for each line of text.

text text string string is enclosed with quote characters  ex "This is the text to display"
 

Example:

WaitForButton(Button, ButtonMask)
ShowOSD()

SendTextToHost("Showing Values for Open Office Writer Configuration 
3")

SendTextToHost("Button 1: Copy")
SendTextToHost("Button 2: Alternate Menu")
SendTextToHost("Button 3: Select")
SendTextToHost("Button 4: Paste")
SendTextToHost("Button 5: SHIFT 1")
SendTextToHost("Button 6: Cut")
SendTextToHost("Button 7: Wiggle Scroll")
SendTextToHost("Button Display Complete")

DO
DelayForMs(100)

WHILE ((GetButtonState & ButtonMask) == Button)
HideOSD()

    GOTO Continue

Shows the OSD and text showing the 
active mouse button commands.
OSD disappears when button is released.

    

See Also:

ShowOSD() HideOSD()

.



Timing Functions

IDIScript provides several general purpose timing functions.  These enable full timing 
control of macro operations.

CurrentTimeMs()

DelayForMs()

DelayForRandomMs()

.



CurrentTimeMs()

Function Function Family Revised

CurrentTimeMs() time functions
What it does

returns the current USB time tick
Use to:

provide a real time reference for macro timing operations
Syntax

CurrentTimeMs()

Notes:

1. CurrentTimeMs() takes no arguments and returns the current USB time tick value

2. The USB timing tick restarts daily and increments the millisecond count from 1 to 5,184,000.

Examples:

CurrentTimeMs() returns 155045, would be different (bigger) each call

Start:
WaitForButton(Button, ButtonMask)
time = CurrentTimeMs

CheckForMovement:
IF (CurrentTimeMs > time + 1000)THEN

sets variable time with the value of CurrentTimeMs(), then checks 
that no more than 1000 milliseconds (1 second) has passed from 
the time the button was pressed

    

See Also:

DelayForRandomMs() CurrentTimeMs()

.



DelayForMs()

Function Function Family Revised

DelayForMs() time functions
What it does

provides precisely timed delays for function timing
Use to:

specify delays in code execution for macro timing operations
Syntax

DelayForMs(time)

Parameters Type Value

time number 1 - 100000 delay time in milliseconds

Examples:

DO
SetLeds(1, 1)
SetLeds(3, 1)
DelayForMs(250)
SetLeds(2, 1)
DelayForMs(160)
SetLeds(1, 0)
SetLeds(3, 0)
DelayForMs(220)
SetLeds(2, 0)
DelayForMs(1200)

WHILE On

DelayForMs() used to provide LED pattern timing

WaitForButton(Button, ButtonMask)
TypeText("Press Trigger",1,13,30)
KeyPressHid(00,40,30)

    PlayWav("43682__stijn__Click6a.wav", 0, 100)
DO

DelayForMs(100)
WHILE ((GetButtonState & ButtonMask) == 

Button)
TypeText("Release Trigger",1,15,30)
KeyPressHid(00,40,30)

    PlayWav("43649__blubdevis__tik_03.wav", 0, 100)

    GOTO Continue

DelayForMs() provides timing for the DO WHILE loop processing

    

See Also:

DelayForRandomMs() CurrentTimeMs()

.



DelayForRandomMs()

Function Function Family Revised

DelayForRandomMs time functions
What it does

creates a random delay value between the low and high value
Use to:

create randomly timed macro events and commands
Syntax

DelayForRandomMs(low, high)

Parameters Type Value

low number specifies the lowest value for delay

high number specifies the highest value for random delay
 

Notes

1. Use DelayForRandomMs() for randomized timing effects.  Each time DelayForMs() is evaluated, it will generate a different 
random timing from the range of values of its low and  high arguments

 

Examples:

DelayForRandomMs(21, 157) randomly delays from between 21 and 157 milliseconds

DO
// do this continuously as long as button is held
KeyAction(0, 'w', 1)
DelayForRandomMs(87, 542)
KeyAction(0, 'w', 0)
KeyAction(0, 'd', 1)
DelayForRandomMs(91, 386)
KeyAction(0, 'd', 0)
KeyAction(0, 'w', 1)
DelayForRandomMs(187, 603)
KeyAction(0, 'w', 0)
KeyAction(0, 'd', 1)
DelayForRandomMs(112, 587)
KeyAction(0, 'd', 0)

WHILE ((GetButtonState & ButtonMask) == Button)

macro creates randomized sideways movement "strafe 
running" while button is pressed

    

See Also:

DelayForMs() CurrentTimeMs()

.
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Macro Editing Setup

IDI macro editing is fairly straightforward, and you can test and re-edit your macro code 
changes quickly with your plugged IDI device and the Configurator.

To setup your editing session:

1. Open the C:\Program Files\GWS\GWS IDI Device\macro folder.

2. Select a macro to test, and double click on it. (If you haven't "associated" the "idi" file 
type, you should do so that it is opened by default by Notepad or other preferred "light 
weight" text editor.)

3. The macro is now open in the text editor.  Make your edit to the macro and Save the 
file with the text editor.

4. Click on the Configurator and click on the button to load the test macro.

5. Select "macro" and when the macro selection window opens, select the macro you 
have just edited.

6. Press save and the macro is now on the button.  Test to verify that the edit was as 
desired.  If you made an error in the edit, the Configurator will present an error message 
when you press the Save button.  The error message will refer to the "syntax error" in the 
macro, and you can then locate it in the version of the macro currently in the text editor.

7. Usually the process of editing and testing requires several cycles. Once the macro is 
assigned to the button, you will open the macro menu and re-select it as in Step 5 above.

The Configurator will "notice" if the code has been edited, and the Save button will be 
highlighted to enable the new version of the macro to be re-saved to the button.

8. To continue editing and testing the macro, repeat steps 5 to 7.

.

.



Timed 3 Press Button Demo

Macro Short Name Macro Long name Author Revised Version

Timed 3 Press Timed 3 Press button macro template GWS 07/26/08 10:22:05 AM 1
Use this macro to send 3 different commands on the same button, based on the timing of your button presses.
It gives you 3 press options:  fast, medium, and slow. 
Load the macro and test in any text editor, as it will generate, or "type", text.  DO NOT use on the desktop where 
it will have unintended effects.
Game/App Host Device Triggers PCTM Help

Generic Demo Template AMP, FP, 
Omni

2 2101 link

No. Trigger Command

1 Quick Tap (faster than 150ms) Makes a click sound and types "Quick Tap"

2 Medium Click (between 150ms and 700ms) Makes a click sound and types "Medium Click"

3 Long Press (hold down longer than 700ms) Makes a click sound and types "Long Press"
Macro Script:

// 0___AFOGWSTimed 3 Press.idi
// Timed 3 Press Button Demo

T H REA D  Profile

VAR  PressTime
Start:

PressTime = 0
Continue:

WaitForButton(Button, ButtonMask)
PressTime = CurrentTimeMs
PlayWav("43649__blubdevis__tik_03.wav", 0, 100)
D O

DelayForMs(100)
IF CurrentTimeMs > PressTime + 700 T HE N

PlayWav("43649__blubdevis__tik_03.wav", 0, 100)
TypeText("Long Button Press\r",16)
G O T O  Start

FI

W HILE ((GetButtonState &  ButtonMask) == Button)
IF CurrentTimeMs < PressTime + 150 T HE N

PlayWav("43649__blubdevis__tik_03.wav", 0, 100)
TypeText("Quick Button Click\r", 8)

ELSEIF CurrentTimeMs > PressTime + 150 TH E N

PlayWav("43649__blubdevis__tik_03.wav", 0, 100)
TypeText("Medium Button Tap\r",16)

FI

G O T O  Continue
EN D

Macro Script Editing:  
1. To edit this macro, change ONLY what is highlighted.  
2. Using this form as a guide, you will edit the actual macro file which is located in the /macro subdirectory. The file name can 
be found in the top comment lines of the macro above. The file has an extension of .idi, but it will open as a .txt file with any 
text editor. 
3. When editing is complete, save the file. Then open the Configurator and the macro menu and re-load it on a button for 
testing.  

Edit these numbers to change the timing of the buttons, the numbers are in milliseconds.

These are the commands that make the click sounds.  You can delete these if you don't want to hear 
"click" sounds when you press the button. You can change the sounds by changing the .wav filename 
to another sound file.  (These files must be in the /sound subdirectory)

These commands are for demo use only. They "type" words that help show how the button works. 
Replace these with your own commands.

See Also



Wiggle Scroll

Macro Short Name Macro Long name Author Revised Version

Wiggle Scroll Left-Right-Left-Right for Scroll GWS 07/26/08 08:13:37 PM 1
Use this macro for a scroll function that does not require any buttons. Instead, this macro detects a small "Left-
Right-Left-Right" sideways movement (wiggle) of the mouse and then plays a "bump" sound and enters scroll 
mode.
The wiggle scroll mode uses your forward and backward motion of the mouse to scroll up or down. 
A feature of the wiggle scroll is that it is an accelerated scroll, the faster you move the mouse, the faster it will 
scroll.
You can easily scroll slowly with small mouse movements, but a quick movement will speed scroll you to the end 
of most documents.
When you are done scrolling, flick the mouse slightly to either side and the scroll mode disengages with a "click."
With no scroll wheel, no scroll bars and no scroll buttons, the wiggle scroll is an efficient and easy way to scroll.
Load the macro and test in any program that accepts scroll input.
Game/App Host Device Triggers PCTM Help

Windows Desktop AMP, Omni 3 0001 link
No. Trigger Command

1 4 quick consecutive moves of the mouse left-
right-left-right

Makes a "bump" sound and engages the wiggle scroll

2 up and down movement of the mouse changes direction and speed of the scroll

3 single quick sideways movement of the 
mouse

makes a "click" sound and disengages the wiggle scroll

Macro Script:

// 1___AO_GWS1Wiggle Scroll.idi
// Left-Right-Left for Scroll
// Uses part of OIP macro (detects a left-right-left movement) to start a scroll procedure

VAR  time1

PR O CE D U RE  ScrollMe
time1 = CurrentTimeMs
//PlayWav("43657__blubdevis__white_noise_filtersweep.wav", 1, 20)

Start:
D O

WaitForLiftOrSensor()
IF (Xaccel > 3 OR Xaccel < -3) AND (CurrentTimeMs > time1 + 1000) T HE N

StopWavImmediate()
PlayWav("43677__stijn__Click11.wav", 0, 100)
ReStartMotionReport()
DelayForMs(200)
RET UR N

ELSEIF Ymikeys == 1 OR Ymikeys == -1 T HE N
Scroll((Yaccel*(-1)),0,8)
G O T O  Start

ELSEIF Yaccel == 1 OR Yaccel == -1 T HE N
Scroll((Yaccel*(-1)),0,8)
G O T O  Start

ELSEIF Yaccel == 2 OR Yaccel == -2 T HE N
Scroll((Yaccel*(-2)),0,8)
G O T O  Start

ELSEIF Yaccel == 3 OR Yaccel == -3 T HE N
Scroll((Yaccel*(-3)),0,8)
G O T O  Start

ELSEIF Yaccel == 4 OR Yaccel == -4 T HE N
Scroll((Yaccel*(-4)),0,10)
G O T O  Start

ELSEIF Yaccel == 5 OR Yaccel == -5 T HE N
Scroll((Yaccel*(-8)),0,8)
G O T O  Start

ELSEIF Yaccel == 6 OR Yaccel == -6 T HE N
Scroll((Yaccel*(-16)),0,8)
G O T O  Start

ELSEIF Ymikeys == 7 OR Ymikeys == -7 T HE N
Scroll((Yaccel*(-32)),0,8)
G O T O  Start

ELSEIF Ymikeys == 8 OR Ymikeys == -8 T HE N
Scroll((Yaccel*(-64)),0,8)
G O T O  Start

ELSEIF Ymikeys == 9 OR Ymikeys == -9 T HE N
Scroll((Yaccel*(-128)),0,8)
G O T O  Start

ELSEIF Ymikeys > 9 OR Ymikeys < -9 T HE N
Scroll((Yaccel*(-256)),0,8)
G O T O  Start

FI
W HILE Xaccel < 4 AND Xaccel > -4
G O T O  Start

EN D
// macro continues with calling thread on the following page



T H REA D  Profile
VAR  time
VAR  FirstMoveIsLeft
VAR  SecondMoveIsRight 
VAR  ThirdMoveIsLeft

Reset:
time = 0
FirstMoveIsLeft = 0
SecondMoveIsRight = 0
ThirdMoveIsLeft = 0
DelayForMs(200) 

Start:
IF time == 0 T HE N

G O T O  CheckForMovement
ELSEIF (CurrentTimeMs > time + 400) T HE N

G O T O  Reset
FI

CheckForMovement:
WaitForLiftOrSensor()

IF ((GetButtonState & 0x80) == 0x80) T HE N
DelayForMs(8)
G O T O  Reset

FI
IF ThirdMoveIsLeft == 1 T HE N

IF Xaccel > 2 AND (Yaccel > -2 AND Yaccel < 2) T HE N
PlayWav("43623__blubdevis__100hzSine_env.wav", 0, 100)
StopAxisMotion(1)
ScrollMe()
G O T O  Reset

FI
FI
IF FirstMoveIsLeft == 1 AND SecondMoveIsRight == 1 T HE N

IF Xaccel < -2 AND (Yaccel > -2 AND Yaccel < 2) T HE N
ThirdMoveIsLeft = 1
DelayForMs(80)
G O T O  Start

FI
ELSEIF FirstMoveIsLeft == 1 T HE N

IF Xaccel > 2 AND (Yaccel > -2 AND Yaccel < 2) T HE N
SecondMoveIsRight = 1
 DelayForMs(80)
G O T O  Start

FI
ELSEIF Xaccel < -2  AND (Yaccel > -2 AND Yaccel < 2) T HE N

FirstMoveIsLeft = 1
time = CurrentTimeMs
DelayForMs(80)
G O T O  Start

FI
G O T O  Start

EN D

Macro Script Editing:  
1. To edit this macro, change ONLY the text that is highlighted.  Highlighted text (all colors) is editable text.  Review the 
highlighting notes to learn how to edit thee  values to customize the macro to your preference
2. Using this form as a guide, you will edit the actual macro file which is located in the  /macro subdirectory. The file name can 
be found in the top comment lines of the macro above. The file has an extension of .idi, but it will open as a .txt file with any 
text editor. 
3. You can edit the highlighted values to adjust the way the macro is triggered to suit your preference.  Note that there is a 
trade off or balance required to make these settings work best.  You should adjust the macro so that the wiggle movement is 
easy to make for you, and at the same time, not so easy to make that you make it unintentionally and trigger scrolling when 
not desired.
With a little tuning and practice you should be able to scroll easily and intentionally.
3. When editing is complete, save the file.Then open the Configurator and the macro menu and re-load it on a button for 
testing.  

Remove these "commented out" markers to hear a (strange?) swoosh sound as you scroll

Edit  these values to change the total time allowed for the wiggle movement, These values are 
milliseconds and lower values mean you have to do each of the 4 movements in less time, bigger 
values gives you more time for each.

Edit these values to change the "size" of the sideways wiggle movements required. Bigger values will 
require a longer sideways movement, smaller values will allow smaller movements to engage.

Edit these values to reduce or increase the allowable "wobble" of your wiggle movements.  If you want 
them to be straight, keep the values small. Increasing the values allows more and more diagonal 
movements to also trigger the scroll.

Edit these values to reduce or increase the sideways movement needed to trigger the exit from scroll 
mode. Higher values will require a larger sideways movement to exit scroll mode,

Edit this value to lengthen or shorten the time allowed for the sideways movements to be completed to 
be recognized and trigger scroll mode.  This is the overall value that fits with the per movement times.

See Also

Button Scroll 



Button Scroll 

Macro Short Name Macro Long name Author Revised Version

Button Scroll Up/Down Button Scroll JCB 07/28/08 07:42:13 PM 1

Use this macro to create a scroll button that auto scrolls either up and down by detecting an up or down gesture 
of the mouse. Press the button and nudge the mouse back or forward to begin scrolling up or down.  The scroll 
continues until the button is released or the mouse is moved in the opposite direction.
Load the macro and test in any scrollable document or program.
Game/App Host Device Triggers PCTM Help

General use AMP, Omni 4 1001
No. Trigger Command

1 button press engages scroll

2 "up" mouse gesture triggers the scroll to scroll up

3 "down" mouse gesture triggers the scroll to scroll down

4 button release ends scrolling
Macro Script:

// Button Scroll: This is a macro for assigning an up and down scroll to one button
// Created By James Britton
// 1___AO_JCB1Button Scroll.idi

VAR  Repeat

T H REA D  Profile

Start:

WaitForButton(Button, ButtonMask)
SetLeds(1, 0)
SetLeds(2, 0)
SetLeds(3, 0)
StopMotionReport()

D O

IF Ymikeys > 1 T HE N
Repeat = 1
D O

ScrollUp:
Scroll(-1,0,100)
G O T O  Check

ComeBack1:
W HILE (Repeat == 1)
ELSEIF Ymikeys < -1 T HE N
Repeat = -1
D O

ScrollDown:
Scroll(1,0,100)
G O T O  Check

ComeBack2:
W HILE (Repeat == -1)
FI

Check:
IF ((GetButtonState  & ButtonMask) != Button)

G O T O  Exit
ELSEIF ((GetButtonState & ButtonMask) == Button)

IF Repeat == 1 T HE N
IF Ymikeys >= 0 T HE N

G O T O  ComeBack1
ELSEIF Ymikeys < 0 T HE N

Repeat = -1
G O T O  ScrollDown

FI
ELSEIF Repeat == -1 T HE N

IF Ymikeys <= 0 T HE N
G O T O  ComeBack2

ELSEIF Ymikeys > 0 T HE N
Repeat = 1
G O T O  ScrollUp

FI
FI

FI
Exit:

W HILE ((GetButtonState & ButtonMask) == Button)
Repeat = 0
ReStartMotionReport()
SetLeds(1, 1)
SetLeds(2, 1)
SetLeds(3, 1)
G O T O  Start

EN D



Macro Script Editing:  
1. To edit this macro, change ONLY what is highlighted.  
2. Using this form as a guide, you will edit the actual macro file which is located in the /macro subdirectory. The file name can 
be found in the top comment lines of the macro above. The file has an extension of .idi, but it will open as a .txt file with any 
text editor. 
3. When editing is complete, save the file. Then open the Configurator and the macro menu and re-load it on a button for 
testing.  

These are the scroll commands. Edit these to change the speed of the scroll. See the Scroll() function for more 
information.
Scroll(-1,0,100)
First number(-1):  increase to speed up the scroll.  Changing the sign of this number changes the direction of the 
scroll.
Second number: do not change, this is the other axis
Third number(100): Decrease to speed up the scroll, increase to slow down.

Macro Color Coding
See Also

Wiggle Scroll Mouse 3 Universal scroll 

.



Keyboard Usage IDs

Keyboard Usage IDs
Hex and Decimal

Usage ID Usage ID Usage ID
Dec. Hex Usage Name Dec Hex Usage Name Dec Hex Usage Name

4 04 a and A 48 30 ] and } 92 5C Keypad 4 and Left Arrow
5 05 b and B 49 31 \ and | 93 5D Keypad 5 
6 06 c and C 50 32 Non-US # and ~ 94 5E Keypad 6 and Right Arrow
7 07 d and D 51 33 ; and : 95 5F Keypad 7 and Home 
8 08 e and E 52 34 ‘ and “ 96 60 Keypad 8 and Up Arrow 
9 09 f and F 53 35 Grave Accent and Tilde 97 61 Keypad 9 and PageUp

10 0A g and G 54 36  and < 98 62 Keypad 0 and Insert 
11 0B h and H 55 37 . and > 99 63 Keypad . and Delete
12 0C i and I 56 38 / and ? 100 64 Non-US \ and |
13 0D j and J 57 39 Caps Lock 101 65 Application
14 0E k and K 58 3A F1 102 66 Power
15 0F l and L 59 3B F2 103 67 Keypad =
16 10 m and M 60 3C F3 104 68 F13
17 11 n and N 61 3D F4 105 69 F14
18 12 o and O 62 3E F5 106 6A F15
19 13 p and P 63 3F F6 107 6B F16
20 14 q and Q 64 40 F7 108 6C F17
21 15 r and R 65 41 F8 109 6D F18
22 16 s and S 66 42 F9 110 6E F19
23 17 t and T 67 43 F10 111 6F F20
24 18 u and U 68 44 F11 112 70 F21
25 19 v and V 69 45 F12 113 71 F22
26 1A w and W 70 46 PrintScreen 114 72 F23
27 1B x and X 71 47 Scroll Lock 115 73 F24
28 1C y and Y 72 48 Pause 116 74 Execute
29 1D z and Z 73 49 Insert 117 75 Help
30 1E 1 and ! 74 4A Home 118 76 Menu
31 1F 2 and @ 75 4B PageUp 119 77 Select
32 20 3 and # 76 4C Delete Forward 120 78 Stop
33 21 4 and $ 77 4D End 121 79 Again
34 22 5 and % 78 4E PageDown 122 7A Undo
35 23 6 and ^ 79 4F RightArrow 123 7B Cut
36 24 7 and & 80 50 LeftArrow 124 7C Copy
37 25 8 and * 81 51 DownArrow 125 7D Paste
38 26 9 and ( 82 52 UpArrow 126 7E Find
39 27 0 and ) 83 53 Keypad Num Lock 127 7F Mute
40 28 Return (ENTER) 84 54 Keypad / 128 80 Volume Up
41 29 ESCAPE 85 55 Keypad * 129 81 Volume Down
42 2A DELETE (Backspace) 86 56 Keypad - 130 82 Locking Caps Lock
43 2B Tab 87 57 Keypad + 131 83 Locking Num Lock
44 2C Spacebar 88 58 Keypad ENTER 132 84 Locking Scroll
45 2D - and (underscore) 89 59 Keypad 1 and End 133 85 Keypad Comma
46 2E = and + 90 5A Keypad 2 and Down Arrow 134 86 Keypad Equal Sign
47 2F [ and { 91 5B Keypad 3 and PageDn

.

.



Template Macro Color Legend

GWS supplies "template" macros that demonstrate various features and implementations 
for IDI macros.  The displayed IDIScript code has been font/color coded for ease of use 
for non-programmers.  The actual code is ascii text and has no font or color 
characteristics.

Color Code Themes

Trigger Functions
Command Functions
Device Control Functions
Variables

Sound and Display Functions

C o n t r ol Stru ct ures Operators Constants & Parameters Labels

keyboard triggers button triggers motion triggers scroll trigger

keyboard commands M button commands cursor movement commands scroll commands

keyboard control button control motion control device control
count variables time variables & functions motion variables other variables

sound and display comments

.

.
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